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fr.qiamatly the nanas of prominent lenders of the Watt oaa3. Council have s1p.ar.d

in these lists. They say try to explain, it swoy as they choose, but the ,vtdnee

Is overwhsl*iag. Whether tl1tii11y or ignorantly, Usay .f them have bees 0*17 too

glad to give their eases to be used agencies acting as frosts for Moscow,

£ book has recently been published by Harper Brothers, entitled This UCUUM

qL.Taak ofthe Church. This book consists of surveys prepared by commissions

of the World Council to give material for the actions which should be takes *t

Bva*stoa. &. one looks through* this book, he finds many statements which ridicule

the ides of thinking kMtvtdus.1 salvation important and say that this is a selfish

attituds, kpeoially in the last section, the" are saw vagu, phrases about Christ,

but nothing positive about Jesus having as a vicarious sacrifice tied that men sight

be saved through staple faith in *1*. Incised, thor. is constant discussion of what

the churches nut do to improve the social conditions of the worlde la the course

of any book written since the ICoress war, it is quite natural to find some opposition.

to Oemmuaisat expressed go" it is zpressed, however, mostly 1* the form of a few

little wrist-slaps on Communism as it is today, while the main thrust of the book

is suppori of a dynamic which 1. very close to this dynamic of the Communist 1*"*"*

If further proof were needed of the fact that this religion is actually still

the dominant on* in the mind* and hearts of easy of the loaders of the Wand Council,

** immediate answer would be found in their insistence on bringing to this country

men from behind the Iron Curtain t. be prominent spokesmen, at their gathering Is

vaaston. No ens, of course, would object to giving sea from behind the iron curtain

a chanos to express fully and freely what they think and what they have observed,

of conditions there. We would ho *sly too glad to hear free expressions of the

opinions of thinking "Woo But say one who knows the tyrannical system of Cumatem

realises that the man who come as delegates to say conference from behind the

Iron Curtain come with their families kept as hostages, with the knowledge that if

they say anything which is not thoroughly La its. with, the daiLies of their oppressors,
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